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Step semantics of boolean nets

Jetty Kleijn · Maciej Koutny · Marta Pietkiewicz-Koutny · Grzegorz Rozenberg

Abstract Boolean nets are a family of Petri nets where markings are simply sets of places. They are sets of places. We investigate several classes of individual connections between places, in which these connections are combined in a fundamental Petri net model. There are, however, situations where a satisfactory modelling tool. For example, the recently introduced SET-nets [11], provides a net based computational model
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An Italian city-state geared for war: urban knights and Todi
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The prominent presence of noble families in towns is generally accepted as a feature of town support for the local knight). Whereas in Bologna service as an infantryman had retained a personal quality, the ship of the urban cavalry/militia had become hereditary, as in Florence. According to this change is related to the reversal, noticeable in the course of the second half of the 14th century, of the positively charged model of the ‘noble cavalier’ (cavaliere nobile), with a leading role in the defence of the commune’s political and military interests, into a more...
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16 Tabacco, ‘Nobili e cavalieri’, 52.
17 Gasparri, Milites cittadini, 130–3.
18 Excellently summarised by Jean-Claude Maire Vigueur, ‘Comuni e signorie in Umbria, Marche e Laz
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